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I travelled from Lancaster to Manchester. I met James and Giuseppe at the train station. We walked together to Manchester Metropolitan University. Today is actually the start of the project. We will meet two groups of children in the Education and Social Research Institute at Manchester Metropolitan University. The idea of the project is to bring two groups of children: coders and Woodcraft, both have their own impressive skills and abilities in digital making and self-organization.
The project is funded by AHRC. The main idea of the project is to “hand in power”; children will have a budget of 3000 pounds that they can spend on a “challenge”. Part of the challenge will be for the children to document and communicate their participation using whatever format and media they would like to use.
In the following, I will critically reflect on my participation in the project . I will particularly focus on my reflections on the first workshop with children, held in June 2015. I will engage with the assumptions I initially formulated about this age group of children (10-13); some of which proved to be wrong. I will also present my reflections on being part of a multi-disciplinary research team. Thus, in this auto-ethnographic account, I won’t take things for granted but rather will step back and question the aspects I previously held. I will delineate the surprising aspects of the project, so far.
About being part of a multi-disciplinary research team
Before I met James and Giuseppe at the Education and Social Research Institute at Manchester Metropolitan University (Sabine was in Germany and could not make it this time), we have already had e-mail exchanges and skype calls. My thoughts were that each one of us views the project from a particular point of view. Here we are sitting in the lounge waiting for the children to arrive at Manchester Metropolitan University. From the discussion, one question that James and Giuseppe have raised is how children will self-organize. Another thing we have raised is what digital practices children may engage with (which ties in with the increasing influence of web 2.0, new media and the idea of “digital natives”). I am also curious to know if the participants (children) might have any engagement with politics. In my PHD studies (at Lancaster University), one important theoretical question that arises is the idea of “democratic deficit”, which means that most of us (in Europe and the US) have become disillusioned with politics and politicians (e.g. see Wodak 2009). One thing I am interested to explore is: will these two groups of children (aged 10-13) may have any interest in politics, political participation or politicians?! It is important to know since this can help us overcome this democratic deficit, for example, by encouraging democratic participation among children, contributing to shaping their later views about politics/political participation.
Well, after the first workshop, one aspect that seemed surprising to me is that the participants (children) appear to have awareness of aspects that we (as researchers and grown-ups) will qualify as part of democratic participation such as voting, subjecting ideas to reason and maintaining “respect” in discussion and communication. If you have come across that book i.e. the Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere by Habermas, you may easily identify the above mentioned-aspects with the conception of a “public sphere”, one that is based on rational critical discussion.
To come back to a point I mentioned earlier, an aspect of the project that I have reflected upon is that it seems to be normal, and perhaps is a positive thing that the research team will look into a particular research project from multiple points of view. Maybe that is why multi-disciplinary research is positively-valued in academia, since this multidisciplinary can lead to a more in-depth account of the object of investigation. James, for example, seems to be interested in investigating children’s self-organization and its pedagogical implications, among other aspects; Giuseppe and Sabine appear to be interested in exploring how children will self-organize (e.g. who will take a leading role and who will act as facilitators?). And as I mentioned above, a question that I am curious about is whether children , if ever, may have any interest in politics.
A third aspect I would like to comment on below is how we (as adult, researchers in academia) have interacted with children. As I will explain below, this aspect is important since it not only has relevance to research but also has relevance to the everyday practices and interaction with children. In light of our expertise, we would like to tell you: don’t underestimate children’s intellectual abilities. This takes me to the following section.
Never assume children won’t understand! They are adults!
Before the project started, a question that I have asked myself is how we will engage children in a community project. For example, how we will explain the research project to them? Will we use academic register such as “the aim of the project is” and terms such as “power” or will you use simple language to address them? And if so, what language will we use?
As the workshop starts, I have observed how we interacted with the children. First, we have had an ice-breaker, then James introduces the aim of the research project. James has used the language that you may use in a research seminar. For example, he started by outlining the aim of the project; he explained that one aim of the research project is to hand in “responsibility” to them. James then introduced “the challenge”. We passed around papers (that looked like certificates) that explained the challenge. We asked children to read each point aloud. Then we asked children what ground rules they may like to develop to go ahead with this challenge.
One surprising aspect is how children have engaged critically with each “ground rule” they set. For example, one participant pointed out that if participants disagree about a possible idea (for the project), they will not take it further. And when we asked how they will do this? Another participant commented that they will take votes and if two people disagree they would overturn the idea. Another pointed out that they would like to appoint someone to get the message across in case one of their peers is not present!
A third participant pointed out that they can appoint someone to take the minutes! (minutes?! Just like departmental meetings, right?) Luke (the youngest) asked what minutes are.
The participants in each group asked each other about their interests and the activities they do in their groups. Max, Barnie and Lucas asked the wood-craft folks what activities they are/have been doing. It turned out the wood-craft does not simply mean “doing wood-craft” but rather they seem similar to scouts in their abilities for discipline and self-organization. Delilah (to my surprise) mentioned something about politics. She pointed out that one activity they did was holding an international camp, involving many members from the UK and from other places in the UK. (To digress, it maybe worth noting here that the UK is- as Delilah describes- a truly multi-cultural country where people and ideas travel and interact). Delilah, however, seemed to have a particular view on politics and political participation. She pointed out that politics means having the ability to argue, exchange views and get heard!
Sadly, I had to leave the workshop at this point for my flight to Egypt. I had to head to Lancaster where I would pick up my luggage and I had mixed feelings.
On the bus, on the way back to the train station at Manchester, I have observed that there are many posters (big visible ones) advertising activities related to children, for example, drawing classes and book festival/s. I told myself that I would like to see posters (like those big visible ones) at Lancaster. I also thought about Egypt. I am really curious to see how the project will proceed. I think it is a great opportunity that we have the chance to explore social design in children. We can share the findings with practitioners in Egypt and elsewhere; and replicate the project in other contexts, juxtaposing and comparing our reflections and findings to get a wider picture of children-children and children-adult interaction.
I have arrived at Lancaster. Today happens to be the last day for my stay in my place at Gressingham Drive at Lancaster. The start of the project, the encounters with the children and the reflections I have had about the nature of multi-disciplinary research are pretty rewarding after a long day.


